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Key takeaway

**PE acquired assets possess a higher risk of cyber attack**

01. **Attractive targets**
Non-state actors are targeting the private equity industry explicitly.

02. **Low maturity**
Many portfolio companies lack the cyber maturity required to monitor, protect and respond to incidents.

03. **High probability**
There are things investors can do better in the diligence process today.

04. **New models**
Models are emerging to reduce exposure and deliver cybersecurity capabilities across the portfolio.

---

68%
of our clients see an uptick in cyber incidents during the month of a deal closure, in some instances more than double the incident volume.

$1M+
average ransom paid for mid-sized companies in addition to potential downstream impacts such as rising insurance costs or loss of customer trust.

1 in 2
attacks breach security at businesses that have not been cyber remediated.

65%
reduction in costs per successful attack for firms prioritizing cybersecurity capabilities.
In the summer of 2019, an airplane parts manufacturer was in the process of getting acquired when its IT department received worrisome calls from areas of the business. What seemed to be a contained event spread quickly. Soon the company found itself held hostage; its servers locked by a ransomware group. The inevitable demand for payment arrived. Manufacturing sites in four countries ground to a halt. Hundreds of employees were out of work.

Still, it got worse. The incident threw the asking price back by US$150 million and the full takeover was delayed to more than a year after the event.

What’s interesting: The ransomware group’s attack started by breaching the acquirer’s network. From there, they burrowed into the IT system of the manufacturer. The attackers knew exactly what they were doing...
Many business leaders are aware of cyber-risk issues. At the same time, just 27% feel confident their organization is cyber resilient.¹
Cyberattacks. They are attempts to steal, expose, or outright destroy information through unauthorized access to IT systems. And they are on the rise in every business sector.

In 2021 alone, the average number of incidents per company rose an alarming 31%. Geopolitical instability, rapidly maturing and emerging technologies, and a lack of available talent compound the issue.

Our Global Disruption Index shows that levels of disruption increased by 200% in the past five years, compared to only 4% from 2011 to 2016. Cyber attackers are exploiting these rapid changes and companies need to adapt or face significant risk.

Companies face a 31% year-over-year increase in cyber incidents
Where deals are happening, non-state actors see opportunity, targeting companies traded in the open market:

According to Accenture analysis of quarterly reports for 500 companies, there’s a spike in legal, economic, and internal discussions around cybersecurity consequences.

What are the nuances of cyberattacks for Private Equity (PE) firms and their portfolio companies?

To uncover this, we analyzed open-source intelligence, searched dark web forums and marketplaces, and examined proprietary data for information on breaches.

According to the analysis, the month after deal closure sees even higher incident numbers, suggesting that the acquired company—and the acquirer—face a period of increased cyber risk after a deal is struck. For frequent acquirers, like PE firms, addressing such risks proactively is a must.

The impact has hit in the boardroom. According to Accenture analysis of quarterly reports for 500 companies, there’s a spike in legal, economic, and internal discussions around cybersecurity consequences.

What are the nuances of cyberattacks for Private Equity (PE) firms and their portfolio companies?

To uncover this, we analyzed open-source intelligence, searched dark web forums and marketplaces, and examined proprietary data for information on breaches.

According to the analysis, the month after deal closure sees even higher incident numbers, suggesting that the acquired company—and the acquirer—face a period of increased cyber risk after a deal is struck. For frequent acquirers, like PE firms, addressing such risks proactively is a must.

The impact has hit in the boardroom. According to Accenture analysis of quarterly reports for 500 companies, there’s a spike in legal, economic, and internal discussions around cybersecurity consequences.

What are the nuances of cyberattacks for Private Equity (PE) firms and their portfolio companies?

To uncover this, we analyzed open-source intelligence, searched dark web forums and marketplaces, and examined proprietary data for information on breaches.

According to the analysis, the month after deal closure sees even higher incident numbers, suggesting that the acquired company—and the acquirer—face a period of increased cyber risk after a deal is struck. For frequent acquirers, like PE firms, addressing such risks proactively is a must.
Why private equity firms are prime targets

The announcement of a deal and the appeal of ready cash can attract cyber attackers the same way an open purse attracts pickpockets.
It’s not surprising that PE firms and their portfolio companies are alluring to cyber criminals. They hold a wealth of sensitive information, may fall into a category deemed Cyber Risk Takers and are known to have capital on hand. Acquisition candidates are highly vulnerable. Mid-sized companies, the sweet spot of PE, tend to operate with lower budgets for their cybersecurity systems. And the average ransom paid by these mid-sized companies is three times higher than the average across all company sizes.7

PE firms look to achieve growth and are keen to move at a fast clip. As a result, there is a temptation to undervalue or completely overlook cybersecurity. This means most of these portfolio companies may fall into a category deemed “Cyber Risk Takers” in our research (see Figure 1). Their performance is among the poorest when it comes to breaches and the share of attacks resulting in significant damage to the business (see Figure 2). By increasing their performance to Cyber Champion levels, Cyber Risk Takers could reduce costs per successful attack by 65%.8

Cyber Champions sustain 65% lower costs per successful attack
Figure 1: In our experience, PE firms and their portfolios companies tend to have lower cyber resilience and prioritize growth, which may put them in the area of Cyber Risk Takers.

- **Business Blockers**
  - Prioritize cyber resilience over alignment with business strategy, sometimes perceived as an impediment to business objectives.

- **The Vulnerable**
  - Security not aligned with business strategy, immature cybersecurity operations, secure the bare minimum.

- **Cyber Risk Takers**
  - Prioritize business growth and speed to market, most aligned with business strategy, accept higher cyber risk.

- **Cyber Champion**
  - Strike a balance between cyber resilience and business objectives with strong alignment to business strategy, best at protecting key assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Strategy Alignment</th>
<th>Cyber Risk Takers</th>
<th>Cyber Champions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


---

Figure 2: Easy moves and small investments can make a big difference in exposure—financial, operational and reputational. Cyber Champions stop more attacks and face less disruption.

- **Stop more attacks**
  - Number of attacks that breach security
  - Cyber Risk Takers: 1 in 2
  - Cyber Champions: 1 in 6

- **Find breaches faster**
  - % breaches found in <1 day
  - Cyber Risk Takers: 11%
  - Cyber Champions: 55%

- **Fix breaches faster**
  - % fixed in 15 days or less
  - Cyber Risk Takers: 30%
  - Cyber Champions: 100%

- **Reduce breach impact**
  - % breaches with no impact
  - Cyber Risk Takers: 23%
  - Cyber Champions: 72%

---


---

Private equity and the rising cost of cyberattacks
The reputations of both the portfolio company and the PE firm are at risk. The acquired portfolio company’s value creation can be sandbagged, not to mention the value of the overall holding enterprise. To add insult to injury, once paid, threat actors could come back, targeting the PE firm itself or infiltrating other portfolio companies.

For mid-sized companies, the average ransom paid is well over US$1 million. Nearly half of these companies lack cyber insurance. For those that do, insurance costs will likely go up after a claim.

With this price tag comes an array of consequences:
Recent examples of cyberattacks in private equity.

Hacking-for-hire threat group BellTroX targeted a PE firm’s healthcare portfolio company, among many other organizations. The resulting data breach exposed the personal information of 60,000 patients and employees.

Two PE firms learned of a data breach affecting their joint iOS and Android application that included 425 gigabytes of 500,000 legal and financial documents. The threat actors reportedly accessed the data from an unsecured Amazon data storage bucket.

A threat actor in an underground forum sought to target a Canadian venture capital firm’s customer relationship management software. The actor intended to obtain data on backers and portfolio companies, suggesting a supply chain-motivated targeting against PE and venture capital entities.
Value through vigilance

There is a way for PE firms to mitigate the risk of cyberattacks—painlessly and without sacrificing speed.
Based on the experience serving 3,100 clients worldwide, we recommend five steps that can be taken to improve a portfolio company’s cybersecurity capabilities before deals are inked. This helps firms prepare for the expected spike in incidents and build cyber resilience as part of a strong digital core.

01. Rethink the cyber model

Building internal capacity is neither fast nor necessarily useful. Instead, have someone else do the blocking and tackling.

02. Improve how you approach due diligence

Rather than conducting no security due diligence—or spending too much time—PEs can limit their due diligence efforts to a week, to then double down on high-impact areas that present themselves as remediation opportunities before deal announcement. Remediation is key, not interviews and one-time scans, of which the results can well be expected to reveal glaring gaps.

- Create a 24/7 managed Security Operations Center service, forward your logs to a platform, and provide access to endpoint protection tools.
- Establish an incident response retainer with strong Service Level Agreements. In the event of a breach, every minute counts and help must arrive quickly to limit the impact.
- Use an automated engine, limit the number of questions, and tie them back to inherent risk: What is actually needed? And what’s a distraction?
- Track the progress against target maturity, leveraging the due diligence solution for a continuous improvement journey instead of one-time activity.
There are often quick wins that don’t require significant interventions, yet raise the bar quickly when it comes to increasing the resilience of the portfolio company. For example:

Not everybody should have access to everything. A quick review followed by one-time remediation prevents overly open access.

Prepare for the worst with a tested plan to respond to an incident. The damage of an attack can oftentimes multiply because of misguided communication and uncoordinated action.

- Set up multi-factor-authentication and protocols to help validate emails and reduce phishing and other potential threats.
- Communicate the increased danger of phishing and smishing attacks to employees that criminals could time with the M&A process. You could also run a phishing campaign into an existing O365 license.
- Add a subscription for the existing firewall, like URL filtering on your Palo Alto, to prevent users from clicking on a malicious website.
- Take away “all-access”. Fine-grained permission sets can be developed later. Cut the data sets into coarse chunks to limit the impact of a data breach.
- Reduce the number of domain admins to just those that need it.
- Create an Incident Response Plan to establish the who, when and what surrounding an incident.
- Run a quick simulation with the leadership to put the plan in action and get everybody prepared for the worst-case scenario.
The PE firm can act as an agent of change and develop IT foundations that are secure by design, by providing structural cyber resilience guidance and solutions as part of the playbook.

As technologies continue to advance, cyber resilience is an ongoing journey. By setting up a dashboard, PE leaders have a consolidated view of cyber resilience across the portfolio at their fingertips.

Not all PE companies have a desire to take such a proactive approach. We are seeing three types of approaches with varying degrees of involvement, as outlined in Figure 3.

The low-touch security approach for PE firms is limited to covering security during due diligence, whereas PE firms with a high-touch security approach define and strongly recommend common security standards and establish a community of practice for information sharing across the portfolio.

### Figure 3: We see PE firms apply three types of approaches with varying degrees of involvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-level security due diligence</td>
<td>Addresses security during the due diligence.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product security due diligence</td>
<td>Addresses the security of the main products (e.g., software-as-a-service solutions or applications) with a dedicated technical review.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber financials</td>
<td>Supports the Portfolio Company with high-level financial advice as it pertains to cyber, such as salary-bands for internal staff or cyber insurance design.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual review</td>
<td>Runs a regular (often annual) review cycle for security to portfolio companies during the hold period.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio-wide standard / recommendations</td>
<td>Establishes standard of security measures to be expected across the portfolio, e.g., 24/7 security operations center, incident response retainer, or strong endpoint protection mechanisms.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio-wide dashboard</td>
<td>Establishes dashboard to track security baseline and progress across its portfolio.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular security-focused interaction with portfolio company IT or security teams</td>
<td>Regular sync up between an operations team representative and the security team of the portfolio company to align on security program needs, progress, and maturity.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community of practice</td>
<td>Establishes info sharing community among Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and security teams of the portfolio with dedicated workshops, webinars, or conferences.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How important is cybersecurity in your decision-making process for an investment?

Cybersecurity is one of the key pillars to consider in all investment due diligence. In most cases, cybersecurity issues uncovered in the due diligence process can be improved during ownership.

When working with portfolio companies, we use a playbook developed with a dedicated partner and perform in-depth security reviews at each company, investing time and resources to identify target cybersecurity maturities commensurate with each organization’s risk profile and its ability to sustainably operate under new guidelines. Part of our due diligence at the outset is determining the target operating model, what technologies the company uses, and the investment needed to achieve the desired outcome.

How well is cybersecurity represented in the board discussions for your portfolio companies?

Over the past two years, many firms have increased their focus on cybersecurity, developing coherent and consistent governance models that can be applied uniformly across the portfolio. While the definition of cybersecurity is not always consistent at the board level, we create consistency at the strategy level and leverage shared knowledge to inform our decision making. Portfolio companies often have an appointed board member responsible for the organization’s cybersecurity program. I expect to see cybersecurity receive more attention in the boardroom going forward in both the private and public sectors.
What should be the role of a private equity owner when it comes to enforcing security across a portfolio?

Our role is to give practical guidance to management and make fast operational improvements on opportunities that can create more resilience in a business. Asset managers often have the benefit of working across many portfolio companies, so may have developed best-in-class standards for cybersecurity and have expertise across various risk and size profiles.

Cybersecurity should be considered at every part of the investment cycle; this starts with due diligence, followed by fast remediation post-investment, continued engagement and strong governance at the board level.

Historically, many companies had small or nonexistent cybersecurity budgets, and the execution of a comprehensive security strategy in that environment was highly challenging. Today, companies have significantly more resources to tackle this risk, including leveraging experts and partners to create processes, problem solve, and support management teams.
The good news

Cyber threats have raised the stakes for PE firms and their portfolio companies. Beyond any immediate costs, the reputations of everyone involved hang in the balance. That’s the bad news.

The good news? Interventions can be catalyzed quickly and painlessly. And can be done before deals are closed—to prepare for a surge in cyberattacks, manage the risk and ensure speed to value.

Looking to improve cyber resilience for your portfolio while reducing your cybersecurity insurance expense?

Accenture ranks #1 in cybersecurity service providers, employing more than 16,000 professionals globally. Contact us about how to mitigate risks and increase security with ease and at speed.
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